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1. Identify the standards to be addressed:  

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.SP.A.1  
Recognize a statistical question as one that anticipates variability in the data related to the question and 
accounts for it in the answers. For example, "How old am I?" is not a statistical question, but "How old are the 
students in my school?" is a statistical question because one anticipates variability in students' ages. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.7.SP.C.8 
Find probabilities of compound events using organized lists, tables, tree diagrams, and simulation. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.7.SP.C.8.A 
Understand that, just as with simple events, the probability of a compound event is the fraction of outcomes in 
the sample space for which the compound event occurs. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.7.SP.C.8.B 
Represent sample spaces for compound events using methods such as organized lists, tables and tree diagrams. 
For an event described in everyday language (e.g., "rolling double sixes"), identify the outcomes in the sample 
space which compose the event. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.7.SP.A.1 
Understand that statistics can be used to gain information about a population by examining a sample of the 
population; generalizations about a population from a sample are valid only if the sample is representative of 
that population. Understand that random sampling tends to produce representative samples and support valid 
inferences. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.7.SP.A.2 
Use data from a random sample to draw inferences about a population with an unknown characteristic of 
interest. Generate multiple samples (or simulated samples) of the same size to gauge the variation in estimates 
or predictions. For example, estimate the mean word length in a book by randomly sampling words from the 
book; predict the winner of a school election based on randomly sampled survey data. Gauge how far off the 
estimate or prediction might be. 

 

2. Statement of the objective and lesson outcomes:  

The student will be able to describe and apply basic approaches to sampling organisms. 

The student will be able to describe and apply sampling to a tree community, thus, applying the point-quarter 

sampling method. 

The student will be able to utilize a Table of Random Numbers to select random sample points. 

The student will be able to calculate and interpret Importance Values to a forested area. 

 

3. Materials, resources, and technology to be used by teacher/students:  

Lab Materials 

A 10-foot (or 3 meter) tape measure will be needed per student/lab group. Some of the distances that the student 

measures in this lab are likely to be longer than 10 feet but a 10-foot measure can be used to measure these if the 

student does not have a longer tape measure. Each student lab group will also need a tree guide for tree 

identification, a notebook, calculator and flagging to mark “points”. 

 

4. Introduction of the topic:  

In Class Lab Prep/Explanation 
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Sampling: There is often a need to estimate the number of individuals present in a population or community for 

ecological and environmental studies. If there are a few, large individuals, a census can be performed directly by 

counting each individual. If there are many individuals, the community is large, or the individuals are small, it 

may be impractical to count all the individuals. In these cases it is easier to take representative samples of the 

community and then estimate density the population size based on the samples.  

Example: For example, suppose that you wanted to know how many native American Holly trees are in a large 

forested area. It would be impossible to count every tree in say a 2.4 million hectare (6,000,000 acre) park. 

Instead, randomly-located samples can be taken. Suppose that 100 one-hectare samples were taken at random 

locations in the park and in each of these samples, the number of Holly trees was counted.  The average number 

of hollies per one-hectare sample was 500. From this we can estimate the number of hollies in the entire park by 

multiplying 500 X 2,400,000. 

Plotless Sampling: Plot sampling as described in this example may be difficult for sampling trees, particularly if a 

large area is to be sampled. It may be easiest to sample trees using a plotless technique. Plotless techniques are 

best used with stationary organisms because they involve measuring distances to organisms. 

Point-Quarter Sampling: The point-quarter technique is perhaps the most popular of the plotless sampling 

techniques.  Each sample is taken at a random location in the area to be sampled.  This is frequently done by 

choosing random points along a transect but any randomization technique may be used. The area near each 

random point (sample point) is divided into four imaginary quadrants as indicated below.  Within each quadrant, 

the distance from the random point to center of the nearest individual is measured.  There are four quadrants, 

so you will measure a total of four trees at each sample point. In the diagram below, point A represents a 

random point (sample point) and the letters b through h represent specific trees.  The distance from A to the 

center of b, d, e, and h would be measured.  For each individual (b, d, e, and h), the species name and its basal 

area or area of coverage are also recorded.   

 

 

 

Basal area is the area of a cross section of the stem. For trees, the basal area can be calculated by measuring the 

circumference or the diameter at 4 ft above the ground (called DBH or diameter at breast height) and converting 

these measurements to area.  For smaller plants, the total area of coverage by the entire plant is frequently 

used. 

Calculations 
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The diagram of a hypothetical forest below will be used to explain the rationale for density calculations. Each 

dot in the diagram represents a tree. The distance between each tree is 5 meters. 

 

 

If you were to draw a square around each tree, the sides of each square would also be 5 meters (see diagram). 

The area occupied by each tree is therefore 5 m X 5 m (or 52) m2 = 25 m2 . Hence, you have calculated the 

number of square meters per tree.  

Next, calculate density, which is the number of trees per square meter. Density is therefore the inverse. Density 

= 1/(distance between trees)2. 

In nature, organisms are seldom distributed in such a regular pattern. The distance between each tree in a 

forest, for example varies. The formula for density calculations given above can still be used if we use the 

average (mean) distance between each tree. 

To calculate the density of all species, it is necessary to sum the point-to-organism distances for all species and 

calculate a mean.  The square of this number is equal to the mean area occupied per organism. 

Mean area per organism = (mean point-to-plant distance)
2
 

Density is equal to the inverse of the area per organism: 

Density (all species) = 1/(mean point-to-plant distance)2 

 Note that this formula computes the density of all species combined.  The unit of density is the same unit as the 

mean point-to-organism.  For example, if the point-to-organism distance is in meters and you want density 

calculated in individuals per square meter, then use the equation given above.  If you want to know the number 

of individuals per 100 sq. meters, then Density = 100/(mean point-to-plant distance)
2
.  In our samples, we will 

measure distance in meters but calculate the number of individuals per hectare.  The numerator in the equation 

becomes 10,000 because there are 10,000 square meters in one hectare. 

The equations below show calculations for relative density, dominance, relative dominance frequency, relative 

frequency, and importance value: 
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Relative Density = (# individuals in a species)/(Total # of individuals in all species)  X 100 

Density = (Relative Density of a species)/100  X  Density (all species)   

The units for density will be the same units that you used for measuring the distance from the sample points to 

the trees. For example, if you measured these distances in meters, the calculation for density will be trees per 

square meter. If you measured these distances in feet, density will be given as trees per square feet. Usually 

these measurements are converted to trees per hectare. There are 10,000 square meters in one hectare. 

Dominance = (density of a species) X (average basal area for that species)  

Relative Dominance = (Dominance)/(Total dominance of all species) X 100 

 Frequency = number of sample points at which species occurs*      

*Clarification: Frequency is not equal to the number of individuals in your samples. There are 4 measurements 

taken (4 trees measured) at each sample point. Regardless of how many times a species occurs at that point (1, 

2, 3, or 4), it's frequency for that point is still 1. For example, if you sampled 5 points (20 trees), there may have 

been 6 hollies. If these hollies occurred at two sample points, the frequency for hollies is 2. If your samples are 

obtained from 5 sample points, the maximum value that a species can have for frequency is 5.  

 Relative Frequency = (Frequency)/(Total frequency of all species)  X 100 

Importance Value = Relative Density + Relative Dominance + Relative Frequency 

Teacher Field Lab Preparation: 

The teacher should complete field trip paperwork to obtain school permission as required by your school 

district. Make sure you have permission to acess the wooded lot you have chosen for this lab. 

Before going into the woods, make sure your students can identify poison ivy. They should also be aware that 

animals may be hidden in the forest litter and they should be careful where they walk to avoid injury to them 

and to themselves. 

This method of sampling usually only assesses stems taller than breast height (1.37 m; 4.5 ft). If you are only 

interested in larger trees, you can choose to limit your inventory to those stems over a specified diameter. 

 

5. Procedure for instruction:  

 Field Methods 

Students will use this technique to sample a wooded lot. Most wooded areas will have several different tree 
species. Choose a woodlot that has at least 3 tree species. This should not be a problem unless you choose to 
sample a tree plantation that has only one species. Your samples should include at least 3 species of trees. 

1. One method of determining the location of sample points in a field is to first obtain two two-digit 
random numbers that are less than 50 from a table of random numbers.  See the Instructions for 
Using a Table of Random Numbers.  These numbers are used to determine the coordinates of a 
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sample point.  For example, if these numbers were 22 and 12, you would pace 22 steps along one 
border and then turn 90 degrees and pace off another 12 paces into the area to be sampled.  In our 
case, we will simply walk in a straight line through a woodlot.  The number of paces will be 
determined by selecting a two-digit random number that is less than 50.  If you reach the end of the 
woodlot before obtaining 5 sample points, turn 90 degrees and walk along the edge for a few paces 
and then turn another 90 degrees and walk in a line parallel to the one you just sampled as is 
indicated in the diagram.  The distance between the two lines could be determined by a single 
random digit. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.    At each sample point, measure the distance to the center of the nearest tree in each quadrant 
and record this measure along with the name of the species in the Point Quarter Sampling Data 
Sheet. You should have four trees per sample point. Next, record the circumference in the Point 
Quarter Sampling Data Sheet. Record all of your measurements in meters to the nearest 0.01 m, 
e.g., 6.51 m. If your measurements are in inches, you will later need to convert them to meters 
(# centimeters/ 39.4).  

3. Repeat this procedure until data for 7-10 sample points (up to 40 trees) have been recorded. 
This sample size is adequate but more accurate estimates can be obtained by collecting data 
from more points. If the lab time period is limited, 7-10 teams could each collect data for one 
different sample point for each team; then consolidate class data. 

4.  Develop a table to help organize your data for performing the calculations leading to and 
including Importance Values. This table can also be used for entering the data into the 
spreadsheets for calculations and analysis. 

 
Data Collection/Results 
1. Complete the Sampling Data Sheet for 7-10 points, or as instructed. (See the separate document, Sampling 
Data Sheet) 
2.  Develop a table to help organize your data for performing the calculations discussed below. 
 

 

6. Lesson closure:  

Analysis/Conclusion 

1. For each tree species identified, calculate Relative Density, Relative Dominance, Relative Frequency, and 

Importance Value. Display these results in a table. 

2. Which species have the highest importance values? 

3. In what types of ecological communities would measurement and accuracy be greatest for the point-quarter 

technique?  
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a. Describe a community in which this method would be useless to use in. 

4. Describe some of the limitations of Importance Values found in this way.  

a. What assumptions do you have to make?  

b. What information is lost as you do this calculation?  

c. How do mistakes in the field measurements affect Importance Values? 

5. An importance value for Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum) is 1.6, calculated from the following values: 

RF = 0.8 RD = 0.6 RC = 0.2 

As a forester or forest ecologist working for a large logging company, interpret these values and provide 

recommendations. 

 

7. Assessment of student understanding:  

Students shall be assessed on the completion of the sampling data sheet and analysis/conclusion answers. 

 Teacher answers: 

1-2. Answers will vary. 

3. In what types of ecological communities would measurement and accuracy be greatest for the point-quarter 

technique?  

a. Describe a community in which this method would be useless to use in. 

Measurement and accuracy will be the greatest in natural areas that random. It would be useless to use in a 

regularly spaced plantation that consisted of a monoculture like a pine plantation. 

4. Describe some of the limitations of Importance Values found in this way.  

a. What assumptions do you have to make?  

b. What information is lost as you do this calculation?  

c. How do mistakes in the field measurements affect Importance Values? 

Importance value provides an overall estimate or the influence or importance of a species in a community. This 

value is weighted toward density, in that the number of trees present exerts a greater effect on the index than 

does their size. A critical assumption is that we have adequately sampled the area. If the area is homogeneous in 

terms of diversity it would require fewer transects and plots than if it is heterogeneous in terms of diversity. 

Four trees per sample plot may not be enough to adequately describe the ecological community. 

5. An importance value for Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum) is 1.6, calculated from the following values: 

RF = 0.8 RD = 0.6 RC = 0.2 

As a forester or forest ecologist working for a large logging company, how do you interpret these values? 
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The few trees are clumped together but are large and make up a majority of the coverage of the stand. As the 

red oak is a commercially important lumber species the forester would be interested in the logging of the red 

oak in this stand. 
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Instructions for Using the Table of Random Numbers 

Close your eyes and then point your finger anywhere in the table below. Open your eyes and 

begin reading the digits beginning where your finger touches the table. For example, suppose 

that your finger points to the beginning of the line below and you need five random numbers 

between 0 and 20. 

553617280595580771997955130480651347088612 

In this example, you will need to read the digits two at a time until you get two that are between 

00 and 20. The first two digits are 55. Because this number is greater than 20, it will be 

discarded. The second two (36) will also be discarded. The next two digits can be used; your first 

random number is 17 (underlined above). 

Continue reading the digits two at a time, discarding all numbers greater than 20. The next two 

digits (28) are discarded but the 05 (or 5) is used. This is your second random number. The 

following will be discarded: 95 and 58. The third random number is 07. The next two random 

numbers that will be used are 13 and 04. 

If you needed a random number between 0 and 1000, you would read the digits four at a time 

until you obtained a number between 0000 and 1000. You would discard the following: 5536 and 

1728. Your number is 0595. 

 Instructions for Using the Table of Random Numbers 

Close your eyes and then point your finger anywhere in the table below. Open your eyes and 

begin reading the digits beginning where your finger touches the table. For example, suppose 

that your finger points to the beginning of the line below and you need five random numbers 

between 0 and 20. 

553617280595580771997955130480651347088612 

In this example, you will need to read the digits two at a time until you get two that are between 

00 and 20. The first two digits are 55. Because this number is greater than 20, it will be 

discarded. The second two (36) will also be discarded. The next two digits can be used; your first 

random number is 17 (underlined above). 

Continue reading the digits two at a time, discarding all numbers greater than 20. The next two 

digits (28) are discarded but the 05 (or 5) is used. This is your second random number. The 

following will be discarded: 95 and 58. The third random number is 07. The next two random 

numbers that will be used are 13 and 04. 

If you needed a random number between 0 and 1000, you would read the digits four at a time 

until you obtained a number between 0000 and 1000. You would discard the following: 5536 and 

1728. Your number is 0595. 
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Table of Random Numbers 
0773137438507747205718328480835962711226093562787915351435849662797030  

0668374899530550910672951040184222303800536236386975767809161865095583  

5241943252709172177912241897259855701752672524318621544507384818342032  

2257122055944377750865856074704173408196415608317556498049367554156868  

8327451734507593120204735051834890715937898637423904351483590131661737  

5035969974516154044280973304571407369234686265175459499509691895998775  

9393158338217705557218072959827065427424742349717079782759946696761083  

1340799859778098001833105624062508290260343958157890279959791696435644  

9127642217502111609370270546559567026402160306940942678318644978725571  

3706723479124538503225287296678427099643010705332467281485441679842976  

4862806757163812526934777547582723310580473422148247129256543639833767  

8757350175414622668141184835708149308668053440280006201267043854956505  

7068231939853222119627258280435296861828717131158772321625889899186097  

8237914322602076496125103865776772748172693415349260356405332468097451  

5688848050703777782933095007058395016304010733006272065928066690862437  

1308789652816662533575358164724950648728003569046536817354799452810832  

4755150457846299029634729763813119297764372555220428031153868173466168  

1464993794783882893645210310742643046292723052160757482120918120866663  

8835640431575743926513212807395984270932837342715275018046234443392293  

5956605508232651774005431628476096648776353043885082206718248391237482  

0955134444078981020805036447395500123392843852435557980928272907887433  

1507329736048212750629553353975824977094737458743879534961692070106631  

4617561167741102906504118698081417487327782557469948123684515916951454  

0200451553849003872198945186972180849205963163089475913063427407245636  

9766789673163301257913855593107104760077689434313092600203043805414037  
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8175889126149585136208183821705799137856411899143269697369000072277704  

6539555033930359251189918757324288629714071033215878424464772879855947  

6102040732263134877379744467602265129783354113650345371368991426192466  

9274218609527187487640310036616817048926348016990217072246573744920827  

3233662510908013948737504472163443983152631153312466893051310868239969  

8931914368580313248389016049658855407516606231916064858991627368093534  

1463312251409328712149470441081083284506852853117557678849825195462688  

2322221927750071054580354154790269663706773975541641005780564982249334  

7674324082238239382880786493335946434626265975877036299696586531502714 
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Point Quarter Sampling Data Sheet 
Date ____________________ Group Members _________________________________ 

Habitat ________________________________________________________________ 

Location ________________________________________________________________ 

Number of points sampled __________________________________________________ 

 
Point Number Quarter 

Number 

Species Diameter or 

circumference 

(cm) 

Area covered 

(cm2) 

Point-to-plant 

distance (m) 

1 

 

 

1     

1 

 

 

2     

1 

 

 

3     

1 

 

 

4     
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